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Abstract
Analysis of SQL and NoSQL databases is
presented here with an intention of prescribing how
they can work together for better capabilities. The
work begins with short background on the basic terms
(data, database and database management system)
used in the database paradigm. Next a review of some
closely related work is presented; followed by an
analysis of the two databases with special attention
on query structure, standards and characteristics.
Then special features that could make then work
together were presented before concluding on
recommendation. To aid smooth reading and
understanding, the work is presented in sections.
Keywords: Databases, NoSQL, SQL, Database
Integration, MongoDB, MySQL
I. INTRODUCTION
A database is “an integrated collection of
logically related records or files consolidated into a
common pool that provides data for one or more
multiple uses” [7]. While a Database Management
System (also called the DBMS) is a collection of
interrelated data and a set of program to access those
data. Generally, the DBMS can be viewed as a system
designed to handle the storage and retrieval of large
body of information stored in the database [9], [13].
Data that exist in databases are organized based on a
data model. According to [13] book on database
system concepts, there are a number of different data
models. An important point to note is that
development process may differ depending on the
environment being modeled or considered.
Prior to the full development and implementation of
DBMS, a major way of keeping information on a
computer is by storing it in operating system files
[13]. Example of such system is the file processing
system. The system has a number of application
programs that manipulate the files. For instance, in a
banking environment this may include programs to:
(i) Add new customers, customer managers,
and accounts
(ii) Put customers up for loan as they apply and
merit it
(iii) Authorizes loan to customers, compute
interest and generate balance and statements
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These application programs are written to meet the
needs of the bank and new ones can be written if
there are needs for them. Invariably, as this goes on
the system then acquires more files and more
application programs.
As stated earlier, to get information from a database
as shown in figure 1, In SQL a set of program called
queries would be needed to access the data.
Based on [13] there are many database query
languages in use; and the most widely used is the
SQL. Also the work of [11] and [8] on “A
Comparison of SQL and NoSQL Databases”
established that other databases known as NoSQL
could do well (or even better) where SQL is being
implemented.
To this end, in this work, a deeper look is taken into
some basic principles of these “ DB Rivals” to
establish the power of both and how they can be
combined with the together for stronger capabilities.
In an attempt for the merger, some basic operation of
both query languages such as their data definition,
basic query structure, standards and characteristics
will be considered.
For clarity and to reach a logical conclusion on the
subject, the work is structured into different sections
and subtopic which shall be examined in turns.
A. Aim and objectives
The aim of this work is to explore the
possibilities of merging the SQL and NoSQL for
stronger capabilities in databases. The specific
objectives are to
a) analyze basic standard, characteristics and
operations of SQL and the NoSQL
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Figure 1 showing link between of DBMS and Database.
Source: [3]

b) establish the strength of both SQL and
NoSQL in database models operation
c) Identify reasons for moving from SQL and
NoSQL and how they can be combined with
together for stronger capabilities
B. Methodology
As stated in the aim, the center of this work is to
look into a possibility of merging the SQL and the
NoSQL. To arrive at a sensible conclusion at end of
this work, several literatures were consulted and
analysed for facts on both query languages. Again,
some closely related works in this paradigm were
analysed to see existing areas where they have been
used separately and concurrently.
It should be noted that no data on the usage of SQL
and NoSQL is collected. All analysis (and
discussions) done in this work are based on data from
existing work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this segment, an analysis of the two query
languages (SQL and NoSQL) with particular reference
to how data is defined, basic query structure,
standards, and modification of the database is
presented. Next, we look at some closely related
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works already done in this paradigm to see if there
exist some gaps in research.
A. Essential reviews
The work of [8] on “A comparison of SQL and
NoSQL Databases” presented an overview of both
SQL and NoSQL including the definitions,
characteristics, products and projects, the ACID
properties of SQL and the corresponding BASE
transaction in the NoSQL. The work is a very good
insight on fundamental topics for understanding both
SQL and NoSQL. However, author’s analysis only
dwells on comparison using some basic
characteristics, definition and usage. It didn’t provide
any form of combined implementation or merger of
both or any area of implementation.
In similar view by [10] on “Comparative analysis of
NoSQL (Mongo DB) with MySQL Database”, the
rising of non-relational databases (also called the
NoSQL) is seeing as a result of new requirements
with corresponding need in handling larger volume of
data. The work began with an overview of the
MongoDB, its architecture which comprises of
document data representation and dynamic schema,
query model and auto sharing. Authors’ aim is
focused on using one of the NoSQL – the MongoDB
in place of a flavor of the traditional SQL (MYSQL).
Ease of use and timing performance are the two
identified reasons why MongoDB is always chosen
before MySQL. The latter part of the work present a
comparison between the duo (i.e. MongoDB and
MySQL) based on terms and concept, based on
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queries and based on query execution speed and
performance.

Figure 2: showing Tuples, attributes and Relation variable
Source: (Wikipedia in [2])

However, against expectations, the basis for
comparison seems too narrow as no analysis or
attempt on trying to make them work together is
presented; except brief mention of it in the
conclusion. Reference [6] in a work titled “From
Only-SQL to NoSQL to YeSQL Solving the data
scaling challenge without a complete rewrite”
emphasize drivers for adopting alternatives to the
conventional SQL database. As supported by [10], the
author reasoned that a number of application
developments cannot be addressed with the traditional
database method due to continuous increase in the
volume of data being modeled. The cost of
development and implementation is another major
issue to consider when using SQL. [6] Further
addressed the alternatives available to the use of SQL
alone. Some of these methods proposed include:
“MongoDB, Microsoft's Azure Table, Amazon's
SimpleDB and Google’s App Engine Megastore”.
All analysed works above seems to support that the
trend of usage or adoption is tending towards the
NoSQL [6], [10].
Nevertheless, we need not jump into conclusion yet;
at least not until we have examined some essential
details and basic characteristics of both separately.
Hence, in what follows, based on the gaps observed
during the analysis of related works, we try to
examine both SQL and NoSQL separately and then
propositions will be made on how they can work
together on the same task.
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B. SQL or NoSQL
The SQL
Reference [3] on “fundamentals of Database
System” explains SQL (structured Query Language)
as a common language used for diverse databases.
The SQL contains statements for data definitions,
queries and updates both for data definition
language (DDL) and data manipulation language
(DML). SQL language has several parts [13]. These
parts include “the Data-definition language, Datamanipulation language, Integrity, View definition,
Embedded SQL and dynamic SQL, Authorization”.
The structure of SQL query is very different compared
to that of a typical NoSQL. A good way to explain this
is through the query and data structure.
SQL Query and data Structure
A typical SQL statement consist of the following
“SELECT A1, A2, A3, ……,An
FROM r1, r2, r3,…..,rm
WHERE P”
From the query above and as depicted in figure 2. Ai
represents an attributes, Ri represents a relation and P
is a predicate. The data in SQL is stored in a table
with a predefined structure which can then be queried
using any of the fields.
A. SQL : Basic Characteristic
Based on [8] the basic characteristics of SQL include
the following:
I.
Data is stored in columns (with attributes
header), turples and in a relation (also called
tables)
II.
Relationships are represented by data
III.
Data is manipulated through the use of data
manipulation language. For instance the use
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IV.

V.

VI.

of select, insert, update and delete
statements, data aggregation, functions and
procedures etc
Data Definition Language is another major
characteristic fully exhibited in SQL. They
include definition of schema at the start of
the design, the create table command,
security and access control, alter and drop
and so on.
Transactions – ACID Properties
All transactions carried out in SQL must
conform to the ACID properties [3].
Succinctly, the ACID property means:
Atomicity: Either all operations of the
transaction are properly reflected in the
database or none are.
Consistency: Execution of a transaction in
isolation preserves the consistency of the
database.
Isolation: Although multiple transactions
may execute concurrently, each transaction
must be unaware of other concurrently
executing transactions.
Durability: After a transaction completes
successfully, the changes it has made to the
database persist, even if there are system
failures.
Abstraction from physical layer

B. The SQL standard
As presented in both [3],[13], the SQL standard
supports diverse of built-in types. These include:
“Char (n): A fixed-length character string, the length
of n can be specified by the user.
varchar(n): A variable-length character string with
user-specified maximum length n. The full form,
character varying, is equivalent.
int: An integer (a finite subset of the integers that is
machine dependent). The full form, integer, is
equivalent.
smallint: A small integer (a machine-dependent
subset of the integer type).
numeric(p, d) :A fixed-point number with userspecified precision. The number consists of p digits
(plus a sign), and d of the p digits are to the right of
the decimal point. Thus, numeric (3,1) allows 44.5 to
be stored exactly, but neither 444.5 or 0.32 can be
stored exactly in a field of this type.
real, double precision: Floating-point and doubleprecision floating-point numbers with machinedependent precision.
float(n): A floating-point number, with precision of at
least n digits”

b) It is universal (Oracle, Access, Paradox, etc)
c) Has an averagely few commands to Learn
Cons:
a)

It requires detailed knowledge of the
structure of the database
b) likelihood of providing misleading results is
high, since it can produce duplicate result

NoSQL
The NoSQL stands for “not only SQL” [11].
According to this author, the NoSQL is “a set of
theory, ideas, technologies, and software which has to
do with big data, high horizontal scalability, sparse
un/semi-structured data and massive parallel
processing”.
Generally, the name NoSQL is a term used normally
for all databases that does not conform to the
principles and approach of a traditional RDBMS.
Based on Couchbase’s technical report on “Why
NoSQL?” and [6] the need for NoSQL arise from:
a)

Increase in the numbers of application user
which are going online.
b) The Internet is now connecting everything
through the concept of Internet of things
c) The incessant increase in data volumes
(known as Big Data).
d) Most Applications now use more of cloud
resources
e) Advent of mobile technology.
Contrary to the SQL and other RDBMS, architecture,
queries etc are done a little differently while using the
NoSQL. As a matter of fact, different applications,
paradigm, approaches require different NoSQL
solutions.
Base on [4] -“NoSQL Database Architectural
Comparison” and [11] there are many variants of
NoSQL around today.
These amongst others include: Riak, Cassandra,
Couchbase, MongoDB and the HBase. In what
follows, the basic concepts of the NoSQL databases is
analysed. But just before then, figure 3 shows the
“NoSQL Toolbox which connects the techniques of
NoSQL databases with the desired functional & nonfunctional system properties they support”.

C. Notable Pro and cons of Using the SQL
As identified from literature, amongst others the
following are the Pros & Cons of using the SQL.
Pros:
a) The use of the SQL comes with very good
flexibility
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Figure 3 “The NoSQL Toolbox: showing how it connects the techniques of NoSQL databases with the
desired functional & non-functional system properties they support”
Source: [5]

A. NoSQL Data Structure and Architecture
All NoSQL do not share the same structure,
different databases have different data models, which
mean Riak, Cassandra, Couchbase, MongoDB and
other variants of NoSQL all have different data
structure and maintain their differences in
architectural formation too. For instance, in terms of
architecture, the MongoDB architecture is
hierarchical in nature (see figure 4) while that
Cassandra is ring topology.

f) Schema-less
g) BASE (which stands for Basically Available
Soft state Eventually consistent) replaces the
ACID transaction properties of the SQL
h) CAP Theorem – Consistency, Availability and
Partition tolerance- which stipulates what a
distributed system can support.
i) Open source development
C. Summary: SQL has ACID transaction properties
while NoSQL has BASE characteristics.
III. WHAT THEN? SQL OR NOSQL

B. Characteristics of NoSQL
Amongst others, the following are some of the
main distinguishing characteristics of NoSQL.
a) Capable of handling large data volumes e.g.
Google’s “big data”
b) Scalable replication and distribution .e.g.
potentially thousands of machines, potentially
distributed around the world
c) The queries must return answers as quick as
possible. Although the answers may not be a
distinct one
d) NoSQL comprises of mostly queries with few
updates.
e) Allows asynchronous Inserts & Updates in the
database.
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After a critical assessment of the related works on
the subject being considered here vis-à-vis the
separate analysis on
SQL and NoSQL;
recommendations on whether to use SQL or to accept
the use of the NoSQL depends on the choice of the
designer and the type of application or enterprise.
Though the proponents of the NoSQL advocates the
use of a variant of it (say the MongoDB) because it is
the trend and possibly due to its capacity to process
huge amount of data compared to the RDBMSs.
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Figure 4 : showing MongoDB’s Hierarchical topology

On the other hand, one of the main strengths of the
SQL is the capacity to scale vertically (which also
comes with some limitations).
SQL proponent may count on this and several
implementation experiences over the years amongst
others as basis for their support.
Again, SQL databases have predefined schema with
standard definition and interface languages, tight
consistency along with well defined semantics; while
the NoSQL Database has no predefined Schema, it is
done per-product definition and interface language.
Above all, timing and quick result is very important
in NoSQL databases. This means getting an answer
quickly is more important than getting a correct
answer. A question yet unanswered is: which of the
databases is better?
Table i
Acid and base comparative representation.
Source: [2]

ACID(relational)

BASE (NoSQL)

Strong consistency
Isolation
Transaction
Robust database
Simple Code (SQL)
Available and consistent

Weak consistency
Last write wins
Program managed
Simple database
Complex code
Available and partitiontolerant
Scale-out(limited)
Nothing shared
(parallelizable)

Scale-up(limited)
Shared (disk, memory, proc
etc)
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A. Is “SQL + NoSQL” then Possible? :
In their concluding remarks, [5] stated that:
“Choosing a database system always means to choose
one set of desirable properties over another”.
Generally, a cogent point to note is that there are two
sides to both SQL and NOSQL databases; they both
have advantages and disadvantages. If SQL is set
aside (for a while), even amongst the NoSQL
database flavors there are differences either in the
features or the way operations are carried out. For
instance, in the areas of how data is stored and
accessed [5]; data storage in NoSQL variants can be
either “keyvalue store, document store or widecolumn store”. Table II shows a summary of feature
comparison of MongoDB and CouchDB. Without
doubt, the NoSQL is as strong as the SQL. However,,
a major concern for experts (or designers) is how to
balance the “power tussle” in the usage. Deductions
from Couchbase’s report [5] and some other
literatures mentioned earlier affirms that NoSQL has
gained ground as the preferred database technology
to power major applications such as Internet of things
(IoT), mobile and web applications, whereas the SQL
is a full-grown query technology which has been used
by many around the world and supported by virtually
all programming languages. Again, the NoSQL (e.g.
MongoDB) has the advantage of horizontal
expansion, but for complex SQL requests the NoSQL
may not be at optimum; therefore the SQL may be
applied.
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Table ii
Feature comparison of mongodb & couchdb as presented by [12]

B. Propositions
Given these identified strength and weakness on
both sides plus others already identified factors from
the analysis of the databases separately, it is therefore
proposed that database designers should endeavor to
do away with the contentions (or/ and debates) on
which is stronger or better between the databases.
Instead, more prominence and focus should be given
to how to use the two databases concurrently. It will
be of immense benefit (both to the designers and the
industry) if database designers can develop their
individual abilities to the “utmost or professional
level” at which they are able to balance their skills in
making the features, tools, capabilities and everything
attainable in the usage of both databases available
during application or system deployment and use
them appropriately to their advantages.
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